The Economy for the Common Good (ECG) movement pursues global system change towards an economy aligned with ethical values. The ECG envisions a supportive science for the ecological, social and political change required for a peaceful and sustainable world. The International Science Hub enables the coordination of scientific exchange throughout the global movement, engages in strategic alliances with scientific institutions and supports practitioners in the ECG movement in the fields of (action) research, teaching, application, dissemination and discourse.

**SCIENTIFIC HUB SERVICE & CONFERENCE ORGANIZATION SUPPORT (20 HOURS)**

The International ECG Federation offers a position in Science Hub Service & Conference Organization Support with 20 hours per week. The position is about the support and further development of the scientific community in the ECG movement in the fields of research, teaching, application, dissemination, and discourse.

**TASKS**

Strengthen the International ECG Science Hub, according to the values, principles and strategy of the ECG movement, with the following core tasks:

- Contact person for questions and initiatives about Science & Practice
- Coordination of requests and connecting people internally and externally
- Manage the email address science@ecogood.org
- Organisation of network meetings online and offline
- Publication of a quarterly newsletter for this community
- Management of the website of the Science Hub
- Management of a database for scientists, institutions, teaching activities, and projects and publications, in the larger field of the ECG
- Support for the facilitation of a yearly scientific conference on the ECG model (continuation of the ECGPW 2019)
- Cooperation with the Austrian Research Association
- Support for fundraising activities
- Redaction of an annual report of the ECG Science Hub

**REQUIREMENTS**

- Familiarity with the International Scientific Community, with scientific working methods, tenders, and applications
- General knowledge of alternative economic models and heterodox economics
- Basic knowledge in project management and PR
- High communicational skills and joy with connecting people and building a community
- Openness and willingness to collaborate with volunteers
- Affinity to values such as dignity, justice, solidarity, sustainability, democracy, and the common good and a drive to enable social change
- Independent working style at the edge of civil society, academia, and economy
- Willingness to travel internationally
- Working language English; Spanish and German are welcome

WE OFFER

- Monthly pay of 1250 euros gross for 20 hours/week.
- Employment in Hamburg preferably.
- Independent and flexible working schedule (Home-Office possible) in a very dynamic and lively community (social movement)
- Small budget for travel expenditure by consultation
- International connections

APPLICATION

Final date for applications is August 15th, 2020.
Please send your application with CV and letter of motivation to science@ecogood.org